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Front
1 Essentials III 10Square 
1 Calypso Fat Quarter of 

E60-1248-GRN, E60-1248-TEAL 
E60-1248-PUR, E60-1248-TANG

Backing
1 yd. Calypso E60-1248-TEAL

Binding & Sleeve 
½ yd. Essentials III E60-1210-BLK

Batting
28" x 36"

Lightweight Fusible Web 
1 ¼ yds.

Wall Hanging
by Pat Ashton

Materials

24¹/²" x 32¹/²"

Featuring fabrics from the ssentials III 
and Calypso collections by 
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Cutting

1 yd.

½ yd.

Fat Quarter 
Calypso (E60-1248-GRN)

Fat Quarter 
Calypso (E60-1248-TEAL)

Fat Quarter 
Calypso (E60-1248-PUR)

Fat Quarter 
Calypso (E60-1248-TANG)

Calypso (E60-1248-TEAL) Essentials III (E60-1210-BLK)

Batting

Cut 3 - 8 ½" squares 
Cut 1 - 3 ¼" circle appliqué

Cut 3 - 8 ½" squares 
Cut 1 - 3 ¼" circle appliqué

Cut 3 - 8 ½" squares 
Cut 1 - 2 ¼" circle appliqué

Cut 3 - 8 ½" squares 
Cut 1 - 2 ¼" circle appliqué

Cut 1 - 28" x 36"

Cut 3 - 2 ¼" x 42" for binding 
Cut 1 - 9" x 32" for hanging sleeve

Cut 1 - 28" x 36"
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Sewing

Front and Machine Appliqué 
Trace the appliqué pattern twelve times onto the paper side of lightweight fusible web and cut loosely around each shape.  
Note: If you prefer a softer feeling wall hanging, cut out the center of each fusible web shape, leaving about ¼" edge.  
Cut each Essentials III 10" square to 8 ½".  Following manufacturer’s instructions, fuse twelve shapes, one on the wrong 
side of each of the Essentials III squares.  Cut out each shape on the lines and remove the paper backing.

Using black thread, sew a small zig-zag stitch on all sides of the large black and white appliqué shapes.  Using color 
coordinated thread, stitch around each circle with a small zig-zag stitch.

Sew with a ¼" seam and fabrics right sides together unless directed otherwise.  Pin units/rows together before sewing.

Fuse a white shape onto three TEAL (Teal) backgrounds, a black shape onto three GRN (Green) backgrounds, a black 
shape onto three TANG (Tangerine) backgrounds, and  a white shape onto three PUR (Purple) backgrounds, or as 
desired.  Arrange squares in the color order shown, alternating black and white shapes, with four rows, three blocks 
per row or in color order desired.  Using remaining fat quarters, cut two 3 ¼" circles, a TEAL (Teal) and a GRN (Green); 
and two 2 ¼" circles, a PUR (Purple) and a TANG (Tangerine).  Apply fusible web to back of each circle.  Remove paper 
backing.  Fuse a 3 ¼" TEAL (Teal) circle on top of a Row 2 center square and a GRN (Green) circle on a Row 3 center 
square.  Fuse a 2 ¼" PUR (Purple) circle on top of the Row 2 BLK square on the left and a TANG (Tangerine) circle on top 
of the Row 3 white square on the right.  Pin and sew the squares in each row in color order shown or as desired.  Press 
the seams in Rows 1 and  3 in one direction and Rows 2 and 4 in the opposite direction.  Pin and sew the four rows 
together.  Press the row seams in either direction.  The wall hanging top should measure 24 ½" x 32 ½"

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Row 4

Wrong side
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Backing and Quilting 
Layer the backing (wrong side up), batting, and top (right side up).  Baste layers together with pins for machine quilting 
or thread for hand quilting.  Quilt as desired.  Wall hanging shown was quilted with a star shape in the black and white 
squares and a twisted ribbon in the colored circles.  Trim layers even with top.

Sleeve
To make a hanging sleeve, hem the two short ends of the 9" x 32" Essentials III black fabric.  With right sides together, 
sew the long sides.  Turn right side out and press, keeping the seam centered on one long side.  On the back, center the 
sleeve, seam side down, and sew one long side to top edge.  Hand sew sides and lower edge to backing.

Binding
Using the three 2 ¼" x 42" binding strips previously cut, sew the ends of the strips together.  Press in half, wrong sides 
together.  With raw edges even, sew the binding to the front of the wall hanging.  Fold binding to the back and hand 
stitch in place.

2 ¹/4"
Template

Cut two from 
Calypso 

E60-1248-PUR 
E60-1248-TANG 

and apply fusible web

3 ¹/4"
Template

Cut two from 
Calypso 

E60-1248-TEAL 
E60-1248-GRN 

and apply fusible web

Finishing
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Template
Cut one from each 

Essentials III 
10Square

Template


